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Suunto core black military review

How to change the stap of your Suunto Core Classic outdoor watch -video. See how to change a new battery to Lumi and Core. Learn how to adjust the display contrast of your Core. Learn how to set time and alarm of your Suunto Core. How to calibrate the compass -video. Watch the video "First Settings" to get your Core ready for use. Learn how
the altimeter of your Suunto watch works and how to ensure a most precise measurement. 8 Total Score The popularity of this watch is definitely for a reason (or multiple reasons). The great design, the well-implemented features and the reliability of the Suunto Core are just some of them. PROS: Good quality materials Great design Well
implemented features Fair value for the money CONS: Bad display readability and illumination Similar models on Amazon: The Suunto Core is a classic among outdoor watches. It represents a tough watch with a pleasant design and a Finnish sense for quality. Many people love it because it was made to resist the worst challenges, to help make
readings of the environment and last but not least, to look awesome on the beholder’s wrist. The popularity of this watch also comes from the fact that most of the sensor implementations are spot on, and here I am talking especially about the altimeter, barometer, and compass. While you shouldn’t expect to get super accurate readings of the
barometric pressure the values offered are, to say the least, estimative and can help a lot in predicting weather patterns. The compass, however, doesn’t require physical space like the pressure sensors to operate at its best so you can expect accuracy when you guide yourself through unknown environments. The reason I say the sensors are well
implemented is because I found that they offer more accurate readings than some G-Shocks and ProTreks which are the direct competitors on the outdoors watch market. Another characteristic of the Suunto Core that is worth speaking about is the build or design. The case and band are almost entirely made of a hard plastic which feels good on the
hand and creates a robust construction. The design is simplistic, which is a good thing, in my opinion, the configuration buttons are intuitive and the overall everyday experience is good. Suunto offers some sweet features like a storm and temperature alarm, functions that you hardly find in the competition. Of course, these two are based on the
readings of the altimeter and barometer and are helpful if you want to save yourself from an unwanted shower when “rolling” outdoors. The positive display with white case Suunto Core There are a lot of variations from the base model but here we are talking about the negative display version. And speaking of the display, I would say that it
represents one of the few drawbacks of this watch. I am aware that this is a problem with negative displays in general but I think that a buyer must be aware if the display will not be readable in all situations. And that is exactly the case of the display on the Suunto Core. It is fine up to a point and it even looks cool and stealthy but in some lighting
conditions it is barely readable. And to make things worse, the illumination which is assured by a backlight is often too dim to compensate the shortcomings of the negative display. Don’t get me wrong, the display will most certainly be visible in most situations but if readability at a glance is very important for you then you might want to check out the
Suunto Core with positive display. As some final words, the Suunto Core is what I consider a watch that will last in the memory of the outdoor community. It is true that it has its drawbacks but overall the positive parts outweigh the negative ones. If you want a reliable, good looking, feature packed Suunto watch for the outdoors, then the Suunto
Core is one of the best choices you can make in this price range. Features List: Temperature and Storm Alarms Stopwatch, Countdown Timer Backlight for illumination Sunrise / Sunset Data Altimeter, Barometer, and Compass Tough build Negative Display Check out these Amazon offers: Disclosure: Clicking on the links on this page and making a
purchase may earn us a small referral fee, at no extra cost to you. SUUNTO Core All Black is the classic model of the military watches line.The timepiece is characterized by a round bezel and a digital display protected by a scratch-resistant mineral crystal window.The display is divided into the various modes of the watch and the final touch is given
by the resin wristband that perfectly matches the design of the case.The watch only weighs 2.9 ounces and has a diameter of 1.9 inches.It’s compatible with alternate wristbands and the manufacturer also produces the same model in a variety of colors and designs.The manufacturer created the SUUNTO Core Military watch for men, but if you’d ask
us, it’s one of the best military watches out there.Characteristics And FeaturesSUUNTO Core has all the characteristics of a sports watch designed for intensive outdoor activities, its functions being summarized by three modes, Time, Altimeter & Barometer and Compass.Each function has a dedicated display and the users have the possibility to
access more details for each of them from the intuitive menu.Time ModeI’d say this needs the fewest explanations, wouldn’t you?The actual time is shown on the upper half of the display and below it is shown the moment of the sunrise and sunset.SUUNTO Core can also be set on dual time mode, indicating, in this case, the corresponding time for a
secondary locality from a different time zone.From the time mode, the users can also access three further functions, namely a stopwatch, countdown timer, and alarm.Alti & Baro ModeThe Altimeter and Barometer function is certainly more interesting than the time function.The watch can be set either manually to measure the altitude, the barometric
pressure or the depth, or it can be set to pass from one function to another autonomously.In the second case, a vertical movement will activate the altimeter while the prolonged permanence at a determined level of altitude will automatically switch the device to barometer mode.But SUUNTO Core doesn’t limit itself to the sole detection of these
levels, it also records the data in a dedicated log that can be easily consulted in any moment.To do this, you will only have to set the desired interval between 1, 5, 10 or 30 seconds and the display will automatically show the altitude track.SUUNTO Core Military watch is calibrated to reveal smaller altitude intervals than the vast majority of the
similar watches, being extremely precise and accurate even in the lack of GPS.In fact, on the contrary of the satellite detection, the altitude detection is a more useful feature, as it works without any problems in any area, including those affected by signal stability problems and low coverage.The barometer, on the other hand, includes a storm alarm
that will warn you, through an acoustic signal, of any pressure changes that announce an imminent weather change.This function also has a log and on the display, you will be able to view the general pressure trends as well as a summary graph of the last 24 hours.In this mode, you can also choose the Depth Meter function. In this case, the watch will
display both the current and the maximum depth you have reached (up to 30 feet) during diving.Compass ModeLastly, the compass mode is a quite straightforward function that allows the use of the timepiece as a digital compass.The manufacturer enhanced this function too, by allowing users to set and lock the compass on a determined route or
specific destination.In this case, the display will constantly indicate the path with directional arrows.Additional FeaturesIf you thought that you couldn’t ask for more, this top SUUNTO Core Military watch proves you wrong.This watch also has a built-in thermometer that can be useful in many situations. For an accurate measurement, it is advisable
to remove the watch from your wrist at least 15 minutes before measuring the actual environmental temperature.Another useful feature is the possibility of changing the main language of the interface from English to German, French or Spanish and to change the measurement units from metric to customary.Users’ OpinionMost of the users consider
the All Black model one of the best SUUNTO Core Military watches.The main characteristics users love are related to both its extremely accurate ABC function and to its affordable price.Nevertheless, we did notice some of the users complaining about some minor flaws, such as the difficulty of seeing the display in certain light conditions.What’s the
difference between the SUUNTO Core All Black and the SUUNTO Core Military?Nothing, the SUUNTO Core Military description is used by some to describe the SUUNTO All Black Core with a negative display. What do we do when we decide to get a new watch? We surf the endless waves of the internet and try to get an idea so we know what we’re
getting. (at least, I do)Last year, my friend and I decided to get a digital watch that doesn’t fall under the category of a smartwatch and after a lot of thoughts and research, we decided to buy the SUUNTO Core outdoor watch. Before actually buying the watch, we read at least 10 SUUNTO Core reviews.However, I always felt I had missed something
in those reviews. Although they were helpful and full of informative content, they lacked a hint of personal touch. Which brings us to this review of the SUUNTO Core digital watch. In our review, we will be talking about two versions of the watch: The All Black and the Brushed Steel version. Moreover, I will try to cover the amazing features and the
shortcomings of this ABC masterpiece.The reason we decided to include the Brushed Steel version as well is that we felt that it was a bit underrated. There are lots of reviews out there of the SUUNTO Core all black. However, the same cannot be said about Brushed steel. There are hardly any Suunto Core Brushed Steel reviews. Since I’ve personally
used it myself, I can vouch that it’s just as amazing with a sleeker look at the least!Function or feature-wise, both of the models are of the SUUNTO Core series. So, generally, they have identical features (some changes in the materials and build quality) and are both great ABC timepieces.Let’s talk about the features these watches offer, making them
worth spending your hard-earned money on. Check Today's Amazon Price Check Today's Amazon Price The SUUNTO core features a 49.5mm watch case with an LCD matrix display. The display works perfectly fine in a well-lit environment and the large time fonts is an advantage as well. However, as the display is white on black inverted LCD it gets
almost invisible in direct sunlight (especially if you’re wearing sunglasses).In low light, the electro-luminescent backlight helps you out though. Another feature that I found quite convenient is that when the backlight is on, it remains lit as long as you are pressing the buttons navigating around the watch and stuff.The battery has a lifespan of approx.
12 months, but for me, it’s been over 13 months and the watch has been working perfectly. In addition, there’s a low battery indicator that can help you to change it in time.Personal opinion: the battery life is good, but not great. I’d love it if it could survive up to 24 months instead of 12.All of the watches in the series are water-resistant up to 30m.
Moreover, you can change the language from English to German/French/Spanish. And the watch comes with a digital thermometer as well.There are three modes in the watch: Time, Alt & Barometer, and Compass. We’ll talk about all of these briefly. However, the most amazing is the storm alarm(!) feature of the watch that is capable of giving you
warnings of incoming storms. Pretty awesome, right? Let’s dive into the details and you can learn all about it!It’s pretty obvious what the time mode does. In addition, if you press the ‘view’ button that is on the lower left side, it will change the displayed information on the lower half portion. And this is applicable to all other modes as well. In the time
mode, you can switch between date (day of the week, month, date), sunrise/sunset, dual time, and stopwatch.Which reminds me, I probably should mention that that the SUUNTO Core comes with pre-programmed sunrise/sunset times and weather trends of around 400 locations!My favorite two ‘view’ modes during Time are either the date (looks
pretty neat and useful as well) or the dual time function which is very convenient when traveling.Altimeter & BarometerSince it’s an ABC watch, Altimeter and Barometer are two of the most important functions. But the question that comes to mind is, “How accurate are they?”The core comes with two options regarding altitude, air pressure, and the
depth meter. Moreover, you have the ‘automatic’ mode, which will switch between altimeter and barometer mode depending on your activities. You can set the time interval after which the device will track your altitude (between 1-30 seconds).However, there’s a slight complication with the altimeter/barometer as it takes your altitude elevation into
account. If you move around 5 meters within 3 minutes (in altitude), the device will change to altimeter mode, and if the elevation is fairly constant then it will switch to barometer again.For instance, I faced the issue when I had to climb up 6 flights of stairs within 2 minutes in order to reach my class on time.Therefore, I think setting it manually to
show altitude or air pressure is a good choice. Another useful feature of the Core is that it will log the collected data and show you in a graphical trend of the last 24 hours.Furthermore, you can measure your diving depth up to 10m as well. However, I can't say anything about the accuracy since I can’t swim properly (I know I know… Don’t judge
please).Last but not the least, my favorite Storm Alarm! The feature that makes the Suunto Core one of the most unique watches out there. I wanted to write about this function more briefly, but it falls under the same section. So, I will try to put it as simply as I can.Basically, the watch uses its barometer to track the air pressure constantly. Before a
storm, there’s a significant drop in the air pressure. And when that happens the watch tracks the drop in the air pressure and gives you an alarm of approaching storms. I mean you can see the changes in the weather right in front of your eyes, but having this alarm helps out a lot when you’re deep inside a forest and the sky isn’t exactly
visible.Needless to say, this feature alone makes it one of the best digital watches out there!CompassThe compass is a pretty straight forward digital compass that is sure to come in handy. Most adventurers or hikers are pretty good with directions and they usually have an alternative source with them. On the other hand, for people like me with a
really "good" sense of direction, the compass helps a lot.The Core developers also incorporated a feature that lets you set your route or destination, and can display arrows accordingly to keep you on track! Therefore, if you go left instead of going right, the watch will display an arrow advising you to right. And the longer you keep off your desire path,
the bigger will be the size of the arrow.It should be worth mentioning that, the compass is the feature that uses up the most battery life. So, in order to preserve its power, the backlight keeps flashing. Check Today's Amazon Price Check Today's Amazon Price Since we’ve covered the functions that are common in both watches, we’ll talk about the
features that make them different from each other. Here are the main differences between the Suunto Core All Black and Suunto Core Brushed steel edition. FYI, the Suunto Core not only made into our list of the best digital watches but also in to the best watches for hunting list as well! Aluminum Bezel with composite case material Mineralized
Crystal glass Weighs 64gComes with an Elastomer Strap Steel Bezel with Stainless Steel Case Sapphire Crystal Glass Weighs 120g Comes with Silicone Strap The brushed steel has a much more stylish look and sturdier feel Both scratch resistant, but just look at that Sapphire glass! The All Black Edition is weighs almost half than the brushed steel,
making it comfortable to wear. Both of the straps are changeable.Stylish design and comfortable to wearEasy to use functionsUnique features such as Storm Alarm, Button Lock, Automatic switch between Altimeter/Barometer etc.Accurate ABC functionsReinforced watch faceThe display is hard to read in certain conditionsRelatively short battery life
spanNow that you know all that you need about the SUUNTO Core, let’s talk about if it’s worth spending your money on. As a digital watch with ABC functionality, it lives up to it’s standards. The accuracy of the altimeter and barometer is on point.Most importantly, It won’t take a month of your salary to purchase it. And the two models that we’ve
mentioned here can be two of the best choices, especially the brushed steel version. It has a sturdier design and will fit right with your outfit whilst keeping the necessary requirements in check. If you’re looking for a more affordable option, the All Black will suffice. To sum it up, this digital watch will be an excellent choice for your watch collection.
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